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Executive Summary

T

his report is the result of a series of 12 focus groups across Canada with the general public
(both smokers and non-smokers) and opinion leaders over the period August 16-18, 2001.
These results are strong and unequivocal. They are supported Canada wide. They eut across
regions, language, age groups, smokers, non-smokers, age, education and status.
A synthesis of ail of the sites together including recommendations is included in this report. The
findings, analysis and conclusions for each of the sites are also provided individually.
Canadians understand that smoking kills. They also understand the need to continue to drive this
message home to all Canadians but especially children and young adults. Young adults consider
themselves "invincible," and if not indestructible, certainly believe they have rime on their side to
quit before cigarettes become a health problem. More experienced older smokers say they know
they are addicted and fully understand the risks they take. Many have attempted to quit with varying
degrees of success. Almost all intend to quit somerime in the future.
Based on the results of this research, Canadians would be very receptive to an anti-smoking
campaign even though they are aIready aware of this facto The key to success in this campaign is to
lead with the central theme that "smoking kills" and, within that theme, place the primary message
that "light and mild is as lethal as regular."
Can the "light and mild is as lethal as regular" concept work as a stand-alone concept? The results
of this research suggest that there is less support for this concept to be able to stand alone.
Canadians are not as receptive to such a campaign because they believe the more important issue is
"smoking kills."
They are also concemed that a "light and rnild is as lethal as regular" campaign would attack the
tobacco industry in the. media. While they aIready distrust the tobacco industry, they do not want
their tax dollars used to take swipes at a sector of the industry they aIready know has been deceptive.
They also believe that alternatives such as legislation or litigation would be just as effective.
Bottom line: should Health Canada wish to proceed with a "light and mild is as lethal as regular"
campaign its best approach would be to piggy-back on the primary message of "smoking kills."
Two concepts were tested ("Morgue" and "Cigarette Spin"). The Morgue execution was far and
away the most effective concept when compared with Cigarette Spin. The latter did not have the
emotional depth as did Morgue. Morgue is simple, direct, hard hitting and effective. Improvements
include:
Use cigarette packs (light, rnild, and regular) as toe-tags.
Use wording such as "will" or "are" instead of "can." Example: "can be as lethal as"
is so much weaker than "are as lethal as."
Facts or studies have to support the aforementioned supposition.

